NOTES FROM USABILITY TEST
HOMEPAGE (1)
Confused about homepage. Why is there a sign in as well as the main menu? Is she already signed in, or signed
in as a guest. Probably going to see what happens if she taps on groups.
GROUPS (2)
Understand she’s included in all those groups, those are the other people included and also the wheel is a
percentage of tasks undertaken. More about that later
MY LIST (6)
The list is in chronological order, she knows that she has to do all the tasks, and others are with other people
Wants to interact with the list, checking something off is satisfying.
Should she tap it off, could she tap accidently and it wasn’t actually done, how does this fly with the other person
assigned to that task?
PET CARE(3)
She can’t tap on the individual tasks. She’d like to tap on Suzy’s job, as its a list and people want to get rid of
everything but if she couldn’t tap on it show that you can’t interact, like grey it out or half opacity.
Joint tasks, does she have to talk to sophie?
Just do it, and other person can see it. Like Google Docs.
Initial interaction is to interact directly with the task, rather than press the edit button at the button, or a select
button
Task list could take up the whole screen to give you incentives to fill up your task list. Give you more things to do.
She thought this screen was the ‘CHECK OFF’
FEED FISH (4)
If she has to come into this separate screen each time to tick off tasks, it might become a little repetitive. If there
was a way to tick tasks in Pet Care, screen (3)..Separate screen is just to add notes.
Would this app make you ill in details for every single one? A lot of things you don’t need all those details. Could
there be ‘quick task’ and ‘task’
When she makes a checklist, she types the entire thing into one box
She wants the ability on the screen previous to cancel and tick tasks
NEW TASK (5)
Thought type name here, was her actual name
Assign task straightforward
Wants to specify where she wants to throw the task/group
Set to default for that group, but give option to send to a separate group, have the pattern to match IOS. If ion
Pet Care, default to Pet Care, but option to hit up another group.
Icon is optional, if in a hurry, won’t do it. (could this be automatically assigned a color or pattern?)
‘Buy 3 hamsters’, add person, add notes. Need to say when to do it by!!
EDIT SCREEN (8)
Type AM/PM or do you have to press the button. Would 24hr clock work
She would usually type am or pm, to get it out of the way in one swift move
Need a SAVE/CONFIRM button on this screen too
EXTRAS/ADDITIONS
Wants to tick off task complete on the task page.check something off really fast, tap-done, rather than running
around. The experience should be fast and simple thing you can run through
Percentage complete circle. What if certain tasks tackle more effort than other tasks, how can you measure
effort/time in terms of a percentage compared to the rest of the task Group. Analyze how much energy or work it
takes to do something. Would that be misleading. Buying chalk - vs - finishing entire paper
Still confused about Sign in screen
If already signed in, should it automatically jump to the dashboard. Welcome screen waste of time. First time
have a sign in or new account, which then leads to dashboard.
How else to incorporate the social aspect. Curious to see how much is Sophie doing vs Suzy Can we filter tasks to
make sure each person is doing their fir amount, fair share.

